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THE PRINCIPAL PRINCIPLE DOES NOT IMPLY THE PRINCIPLE OF INDIFFERENCE, BECAUSE CONDITIONING ON BICONDITIONALS IS COUNTERINTUITIVE MICHAEL G. TITELBAUM AND CASEY HART



Abstract. In his (2010), Roger White argued for a principle of indifference. Hart and Titelbaum (2015) showed that White’s argument relied on an intuition about conditioning on biconditionals which, while widely shared, is incorrect. In their (2017), Hawthorne, Landes, Wallmann, and Williamson argue for a principle of indifference. Remarkably, their argument relies on the same faulty intuition. We explain their intuition, explain why it’s faulty, and show how it generates their principle of indifference.



In their (Hawthorne, Landes, Wallmann, and Williamson 2017), the authors (henceforth ‘HLWW’) argue for a principle of indifference. Their argument depends on something they call ‘Condition 2’, which in turn relies on an intuition about what should happen when one conditions on a biconditional.1 This intuition, while widely shared, is incorrect. Remarkably, Roger White relied on the same faulty intuition to argue for a principle of indifference in his (2010). Hart and Titelbaum (2015) demonstrated that the intuition is faulty and that White’s argument is therefore flawed. The present article does the same for HLWW’s argument. In Section 1, we illustrate with a concrete example and a diagram both HLWW’s fundamental error and the role that error plays in their argument. This section is meant to be generally accessible, assuming little knowledge of probability mathematics. Section 2 then ties the analysis of Section 1 to the messy details of HLWW’s piece, analyzing both HLWW’s positive arguments and their responses to objections.2 1 1.1. The simplest route to an indifference principle is to claim that when you know nothing about which of two propositions is true, you should accord them equal probability (perhaps based on something like Bernoulli’s (1713) principle of insufficient reason). Notice how this route moves from a condition of ignorance Key words and phrases. principle of indifference, Principal Principle, biconditionals, updating, evidence, conditionalization. 1 HLWW’s argument also depends on something they call ‘Condition 1’. But given their definitions of terms, Condition 1 is a provable theorem of the probability calculus. So we won’t question it. 2 In his (ta), Richard Pettigrew critiques HLWW’s argument by focusing on their use of the principal principle. Pettigrew notes that the principal principle relies on the concept of ‘admissibility’, develops a theory of admissibility from Isaac Levi’s work, then demonstrates how that theory undermines HLWW’s argument. While we think Pettigrew makes some excellent points, we also think that HLWW make an additional, fundamental error having nothing to do with the nature of admissibility. (More on this in note 8 below.) This article highlights that fundamental error. 1
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to a strong substantive probability claim. Such a direct move has fallen out of favour among probability theorists. One could attempt something less direct, like arguing that when you know nothing about how two propositions are connected, you should assume that they’re independent. In other words, one could claim that when you have no evidence that two propositions are correlated, you should assume that they’re uncorrelated. Again, a strong substantive conclusion from ignorance. That’s not quite the move HLWW make. But they do something close. 1.2. Suppose you have one hundred 1959 Chevrolet El Caminos. A wealthy customer coming through your shop this afternoon is thinking of purchasing them all. So you’ve asked your employee Xavier to polish all the antennas and fins. The customer has almost arrived, and Xavier tells you he got to only eighty of the antennas. He doesn’t tell you anything about the fins. When your customer arrives, he’s going to select one of the cars at random (with an equal chance of selecting each one) for close inspection. You become anxious about the polish state of the selected car. So you start thinking about the four groups of El Caminos on the lot—what we’ll call the AF cars (with both antennas and fins polished), the AF cars (polished fins but not antennas), etc. Xavier’s word can be trusted, so you know how many total A cars there are. You don’t know anything about the number of F cars. Given this information, should you make any assumptions about the sizes of the subgroups? For instance, should you assume that the number of AF cars equals the number of AF cars? Or maybe that the number of AF cars equals the number of AF cars? Well, maybe neither of those is a good assumption, because you know the A cars outnumber A cars. So let’s talk about proportions. Let Pr(A) be the overall proportion of cars that have their antennas polished, and Pr(F ) the overall proportion with polished fins. Let Pr(F | A) be the proportion of cars with antennas polished that also have their fins polished, and Pr(F | A) be the proportion of A cars that are F . HLWW think that armed only with evidence about the proportion of cars with polished antennas (Pr(A)), and with no evidence about the proportion of cars with polished fins (Pr(F )), you should assume that (1)



Pr(F | A) = Pr(F | A)



Yet this strong assumption about the proportions of polished cars hardly seems justified by the state of ignorance in which you find yourself. 1.3. Equation (1) captures HLWW’s core intuition. But they don’t present their intuition in exactly that fashion. Here’s the route they take: HLWW ask you to imagine a situation in which you have solid evidence about Pr(A), but no evidence about Pr(F ). Then they ask you to focus temporarily on just those El Caminos whose fins and antenna are in the same state—that is, the group containing all and only the AF cars and the AF cars. These cars satisfy A ↔ F .3 HLWW ask what proportion of these same-state cars have their antennas polished—that is, what’s Pr(A | A ↔ F )? HLWW’s intuition is that if you know nothing about how many fins are polished, then you should assume that the proportion of same-state cars 3We’re abusing notation a bit by using ‘A’ and ‘F ’ as names for both propositions and prop-



erties. Context will disambiguate these uses. Also, we’re going to use the Pr function to stand for numerical proportions, chances, and rational credences. In the example we’ve constructed such values are uncontroversially interchangeable.
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with antennas polished is the same as the overall proportion of cars with antennas polished. Put into symbols, you should assume (2)



Pr(A | A ↔ F ) = Pr(A)



There’s another way to think about Equation (2), in terms of a learning situation. Suppose you know Pr(A) but not Pr(F ), and you somehow learn that your customer will select a car with fins and antenna in the same state of polish. HLWW’s intuition is that since you have good information about the proportion of As, but no information about the proportion of F s, you should brush off the information you’ve learned about how F s correlate with As, and keep your opinion about As intact. That is, given evidence about A and absent any evidence about F , you should treat A ↔ F as irrelevant to A. You should assume that Pr(A | A ↔ F ) = Pr(A). Perhaps this sounds plausible. As we noted above, HLWW aren’t the first philosophers to have this intuition. White also claimed that when you have precise information about one proposition and no information about another, you should treat their biconditional as irrelevant to the first.4 But Equation (2) is equivalent to Equation (1). (We’ll prove this in Section 2.) Equation (1) makes a strong assumption about the underlying distribution of polish over cars, an assumption that hardly seems justified given the paucity of your evidence in this case. 1.4. Is there other information available in the case that might justify such a substantive assumption about the proportions of polished cars? Officially, HLWW think their intuition holds for any case in which you have strong information about Pr(A) but no information about Pr(F ).5 Nevertheless, whenever HLWW apply that intuition,6 they do so in the context of a further assumption that A is independent of F . In other words, they apply their intuition exclusively in contexts in which Pr(A | F ) = Pr(A). In such a context, HLWW’s intuition becomes incredibly restrictive. To see why, imagine you know Xavier polished eighty antennas, you know nothing about how many fins he polished, but you do know that whether a given car’s antenna was polished is independent of whether its fins were polished. It seems at least permissible in this situation to suppose that Xavier polished the same percentage of fins as antennas. But a bit of calculation shows that if that’s right, then Pr(A | A ↔ F ) ≈ 0.94 > Pr(A) = 0.8. So HLWW’s intuition that these two proportions must be equal rules out the possibility that Xavier polished the same percentage of fins as antennas, as well as many other possible proportions of polished fins. With A and F independent, what possibilities does HLWW’s intuition allow in? Here it helps to visualize the situation. Imagine that the largest square in Figure 1—containing all the El Caminos on the lot—has an area of 1. The smaller boxes represent the four polish groups. The area of each of those boxes represents the proportion of cars with the relevant combination of properties. For instance, the area of the upper-left box is Pr(AF ). 4In the context of White’s (2010) Coin Puzzle (p. 175), ‘heads’ plays the role of our A and proposition p plays the role of our F . White begins by stipulating that ‘You haven’t a clue as to whether p’, then provides specific information as to the probability of heads. His intuition is that when you learn p if and only if heads, your probability for heads should not change. 5These are the antecedents of HLWW’s Condition 2, the condition HLWW’s intuition is meant to justify. 6They do so twice: once in arguing for Condition 2 on p. 124, and once in using Condition 2 to argue for their indifference principle on p. 125.
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Figure 1
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We’ve been given that Pr(A) = 80/100. So the ratio of A cars to A cars is 4 : 1. In the diagram, all the A cars are above the horizontal bar, while the A cars are below. So we’ve drawn the diagram with the region above that bar and the region below it in a ratio of 4 : 1. On the other hand, we haven’t been given Pr(F ). So as far as we know, the vertical bar dividing F -cars from F could lie anywhere.7 How does HLWW’s intuition play out on the diagram? Equation (2) stipulates that Pr(A | A ↔ F ) = Pr(A). The lefthand side of this equation concerns the proportion of all cars with matching antenna- and fin-polish that have their antennas polished. In other words, it compares the number of AF cars to the number of AF s. So if we rewrite Equation (2) with ratios, it becomes (3)



Pr(AF ) Pr(A) = Pr(AF ) Pr(A)



We can express each value in these ratios as an area in the diagram: (4)



area of A-region area of AF box = area of AF box area of A-region



(5) width of AF box · height of AF box width of A-region · height of A-region = width of AF box · height of AF box width of A-region · height of A-region The A-region and the A-region have the same width, so this becomes: (6)



width of AF box · height of AF box height of A-region = width of AF box · height of AF box height of A-region



7Why does it matter that HLWW have assumed A and F are independent? That assumption reduces the number of moving parts in the diagram. When A and F are independent, the proportion of A cars that are F equals the proportion of the A cars that are F . So the segment dividing the AF box in the diagram from the AF box lines up with the segment dividing AF from AF . Without the independence assumption, these two segments would float free of each other, instead of forming a single vertical bar. And then HLWW’s argument could not go through.
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But the height of the A-region just is the height of the AF box, so: width of AF box · height of AF box height of AF box (7) = width of AF box · height of AF box height of AF box width of AF box (8) =1 width of AF box width of AF box = width of AF box (9) Putting all these equations into words, HLWW’s intuition is that the ratio of the A-region’s area to the A-region’s area should equal the ratio of the AF area to the AF area. But the ratio of the A-region’s area to the A-region’s area is just the ratio of the AF box’s height to the AF box’s height. So HLWW are asking us to assume that the ratio of the areas of those two boxes is equal to the ratio of their heights. The only way that’s possible is if the two boxes have the same width. HLWW’s intuition is that when you know the height of the horizontal bar, but nothing about the placement of the vertical bar, you should assume the vertical bar is placed precisely so as to give the AF and AF boxes equal widths. But there’s only one way that can happen—if the vertical bar is placed exactly in the middle. HLWW’s assumption can be satisfied only if Pr(F ) = 1/2. When A and F are independent, the only way to make A ↔ F independent of A is to assign Pr(F ) = 1/2. 1.5. That’s HLWW’s indifference principle. They claim that if you’re in a situation with two propositions A and F such that your evidence tells you the value of Pr(A), tells you that A and F are independent, but tells you nothing about Pr(F ), you should take it that Pr(F ) = 1/2.8 Their argument relies on the intuition that when you have strong evidence about Pr(A) but no evidence about Pr(F ), you should take A ↔ F to be independent of A. This isn’t the simple, straightforward route to a principle of indifference, where you move from ignorance about two propositions to the assumption that their probabilities are equal. Instead, HLWW move from ignorance to an assumption that two propositions are independent. But conditioning on a biconditional converts independence assumptions into unconditional probability values. So in the context of HLWW’s scenario, assuming independence makes strong assumptions about the underlying distribution. The move from a lack of evidence to a substantive conclusion is unjustified no matter how it’s presented. 2 2.1. We will now map our critique to the specifics of how HLWW proceed. HLWW’s argument has many moving parts. For instance, they start with the principal principle, which Lewis (1980) famously expressed using the notion of ‘admissibility’. HLWW characterize any proposition E inadmissible for a particular combination of proposition A and chance information X about A as a ‘defeater’. They then suggest that ‘Conditions 1 and 2 must hold because these conditions encapsulate core intuitions about defeat.’ (p. 126) But on p. 124 they state, ‘We shall take the claim that E is not a defeater to hold just when P(A | XE) = x = P(A | X).’ This 8HLWW describe their result as showing that the principal principle implies a principle of



indifference. But, as they themselves note, the principal principle appears in their argument only to provide evidence that uniquely sets the value of Pr(A). Neither the principal principle nor any of its affiliated notions (such as admissibility) does anything to support the intuition we’ve been discussing, the intuition HLWW use to drive their Condition 2.
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equates E’s being a defeater with E’s not being screened off from A by X. So in the end, intuitions about whether a particular proposition should count as a ‘defeater’ in HLWW’s sense are just intuitions about whether that proposition should be treated as independent of A in the presence of X. Thus in Section 1 we dropped the ‘admissibility’ and ‘defeater’ talk and focused directly on intuitions about which propositions should be treated as probabilistically independent of which others in light of particular information. HLWW’s argument works with a ‘reasonable initial credence function P , which is taken to be a probability function.’ (p. 123) But in the proof of their main result, Proposition 2 (p. 125), all the P -expressions that occur are conditioned on XE. To get HLWW’s indifference result, we are told to assume that: (i) X specifies the chance of some proposition A; (ii) E is some evidence that is a non-defeater (that is, it’s admissible with respect to X and A); (iii) XE contains no information relevant to some proposition F ; and (iv) XE contains no information that renders F relevant to A. We are also supposed to assume that A, F , X, and E are all compatible in the sense that no logically consistent conjunction composed of them or any of their negations receives a P -value of 0. Since all the P -values in the argument are conditioned on XE, we will define a new function (10)



Pr(·) = P(· | XE)



Given the compatibility of the propositions in question, this function is well-defined, and given standard results from the probability calculus, it is also a probability function. Pr is the function we work with in Section 1.9 HLWW’s assumptions about the propositions now read as follows: (i) and (ii) combine with the principal principle to rationally mandate a specific value for Pr(A); (iii) means the agent has no information as to Pr(F ); and (iv) says that Pr(A | F ) = Pr(A) (A and F are independent in Pr).10 HLWW state Condition 2 as ‘If E is not a defeater and XE contains no information relevant to F , then E(A ↔ F ) is not a defeater.’ (p. 124) Using HLWW’s notion of defeat, the consequent of this condition says (11)



P(A | XE(A ↔ F )) = P(A | X)



But since the antecedent of the condition specifies that E is not a defeater, we know that P(A | X) = P(A | XE). So the consequent of the condition comes to P(A | XE(A ↔ F )) = P(A | XE) In our terms, this is (12)



Pr(A | (A ↔ F )) = Pr(A)



which is Equation (2) in Section 1. 9Put in terms of our Section 1 example, E is the proposition that the cars on the lot are El Caminos, X is the proposition that Xavier polished a particular percentage of the antennas, A is the proposition that the selected car has its antenna polished, and F is the proposition that the selected car has its fins polished. 10There might be some question how to interpret the assumption that ‘XE contains no information that renders F relevant to A.’ But HLWW tell us ‘we shall take the supposition that XE contains no information that renders F relevant to A to imply that P(A | F XE) = P(A | XE).’ (p. 124) We read this as something of a stipulative definition on their part.
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Applying a bit of elementary algebra to this equation yields Pr(A) Pr(A | A ↔ F ) Pr(A(A ↔ F ))/Pr(A ↔ F ) (13) = = Pr(A) Pr(A | A ↔ F ) Pr(A(A ↔ F ))/Pr(A ↔ F ) Substituting in logical equivalents and then simplifying gives us Pr(A) Pr(AF ) (14) = Pr(A) Pr(AF ) Cross-multiplying yields (15)



Pr(F | A) = Pr(F | A)



which demonstrates the equivalence of Equations (2) and (1) in Section 1. At this point we bring in HLWW’s further stipulation that A and F are independent. This makes Pr(F | A) = Pr(F | A), so (16)



Pr(F | A) = Pr(F | A)



Applying the independence of A and F once more, (17)



Pr(F ) = Pr(F ) = 1/2



which is HLWW’s indifference result. 2.2. HLWW’s ‘core intuition about defeat’ backing up Condition 2 is that ‘learning [A] if and only if [F ] should not defeat the principal principle. . . because although A ↔ F specifies a link between F and A, there is no evidence concerning F here.’ (p. 124) The claim is that if one took a reasonable initial credence function P and conditioned it on information (XE) that provided a chance value for A, no inadmissible evidence concerning that chance, and no evidence about F , the resulting distribution (what we’ve called Pr) would treat A ↔ F as independent of A. As we argue in Section 1, this claim makes a strong assumption about specific values of the distribution Pr, an assumption not justified by the fact that XE doesn’t give us reason not to make that assumption. On p. 128 of their piece, HLWW defend Condition 2 against objections. They consider an objection that since A ↔ F rules out both AF worlds and AF worlds, if those sorts of worlds have unequal measure then A ↔ F may be relevant to A. They write, If one gives higher prior probability to AF than one does to AF , then A ↔ F does apparently favour A over A. Similarly, if AF has lower prior probability than AF , then A ↔ F apparently favours A over A. They respond to this objection as follows: The antecedent of Condition 2 ensures that E(A ↔ F ) provides no evidential grounds to prefer AF over AF or vice versa; any such preference is entirely arbitrary. Therefore, Condition 2 remains plausible: there is nothing in E(A ↔ F ) to defeat an application of the principal principle. HLWW’s characterization of the objection contains a technical error: HLWW seem to think that if Pr(AF ) > Pr(AF ) then Pr(A | A ↔ F ) < Pr(A). That’s incorrect. To see just one counterexample, consider Figure 1 as it’s actually drawn above. We’ve positioned the horizontal bar in that figure so that the ratio of the A-region to the A-region is 4 : 1; the vertical bar is closer to the centre of the
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diagram than that, but not all the way in the middle. Under these conditions, the AF box is both wider and taller than the AF box, so the AF box has a larger area and Pr(AF ) > Pr(AF ). At the same time, one can tell by visual inspection that the AF box has more than 4 times the area of the AF box, so it clearly occupies more than 80% of their combined area. Thus Pr(A | A ↔ F ) > Pr(A), contrary to HLWW’s claim. When working under the stipulation that A is independent of F , the correct question to ask is whether Pr(AF ) > Pr(AF ). If so, then A ↔ F favours A over A.11 If Pr(AF ) < Pr(AF ), then the favouring goes in the other direction. The only way to keep A ↔ F independent of A (in HLWW’s terms, to keep E(A ↔ F ) from defeating the principal principle) is to set Pr(AF ) = Pr(AF ). Given this technical point, HLWW’s response to the objection should be that E(A ↔ F ) provides no evidential grounds to prefer AF over AF or vice versa, so E(A ↔ F ) doesn’t defeat the principal principle. But now their response to the objection is that if your evidence provides no reason to prefer one region over another, you should treat them as being of equal size. That’s just the simple principle of insufficient reason inference HLWW’s argument was meant to supplant. HLWW also defend Condition 2 by writing, It is important that whether a proposition E is a defeater depends on characteristics of the proposition itself and its relation to X and A and not merely on one’s initial credence function, for otherwise the principle trivializes to P(A | XE) = 1/4 unless P(A | XE) 6= 1/4. Thus Lewis was careful to characterize defeat in terms of compatibility and admissibility, with admissibility depending very much on the nature of the proposition E. Though HLWW aren’t clear, perhaps this is meant to ward off something like our objection that taking A ↔ F to be independent of A makes very strong assumptions about the values of Pr (and therefore about the values of any reasonable initial credence function P). But even if we grant that whether a proposition is a defeater depends on characteristics of the proposition and not merely on one’s initial credence function, it may still be that whether a proposition is a defeater depends both on characteristics of the proposition and on one’s initial credence function. Given propositions A, X, and F with A independent of F , A ↔ F can be inadmissible even when F is admissible. If, for instance, F is highly probable and initially independent of A, then learning A ↔ F suggests that A probably occurred. In other words, with the right initial assignment to F , A ↔ F provides evidence about the outcome of A. And as Lewis repeatedly emphasized, evidence about the outcome of A is inadmissible for A. To say this is to attend both to the characteristics of A ↔ F and to one’s initial credences. It also works with Lewis’s substantive characterization of admissibility, and so does not trivialize the principal principle. Both HLWW and White overlook that when A is independent of F , whether A ↔ F is relevant to A (or inadmissible for A, or a defeater for evidence about A) depends on the initial probability of F . To assume that A ↔ F is independent 11For example, consider a case in which you know that Xavier polished lots of antennas, but almost never polished the fins and antenna of the same car. In that case, learning that he polished either both or neither on a given car should give you a high confidence that he polished neither, which should decrease your confidence that he polished the antenna.
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